Your hearing capabilities are different to the other 7.4 billion people on this earth,
we believe your headphones should be as well.
Discover MyAudioSession: a headphone and mobile app duo capable of
wireless, high-definition audio and the ability to evaluate and optimize your
musical experience.

Audio Enhancement and Personal Sound Profile
Our accompanying mobile app can measure your hearing ability and create an
enhanced sound profile to deliver an audio experience unlike any other – all in a
minute! The profile is automatically saved to MyAudioSession headphones, so you
don’t have to keep accessing the app repeatedly.
MyAudioSession uses award-winning technology that maps your hearing sensitivity
to different frequencies and then adjusts your music based on your audio profile.

50mm Titanium Drivers
Specifically chosen for their incredible strength-to-weight ratio, we apply a thin
coating of titanium to our Mylar drivers to guarantee that the diaphragm is light
and precise enough to resonate clear, high-fidelity sound across the spectrum.
aptX-HD
Our Bluetooth solution is one of the most advanced in the world, capable of
producing wireless, 24-bit HD audio to ensure unparalleled sound quality.

Wireless Charging
MyAudioSession is compatible with QI wireless charging, enabling you to charge
the headphone without any cables.
Up to 30 hours Playtime
Want to enjoy your listening experience for an extended period of time? With up
to 30 hours of playtime on a single charge, you can enjoy personally-tailored music
at home or on-the-go.

Smart Pairing
We want to give you the most streamlined experience – pair your mobile phone
with MyAudioSession headphones effortlessly through NFC and skip the hassle.
Memory Foam Ear Cushions
What’s a great-sounding headphone without an equally fantastic wearing
experience? Our plush, memory foam ear cushions ensure that you remain ultracomfortable while keeping the headphones firmly secured.

Who Are We?
From humble beginnings as a Hong Kong-based company, the members of The
Audio Session have been involved in the design and development of personal audio
equipment with major industry leaders around the world for over 30 years.
Our latest project, MyAudioSession, aims to unite our decades of audio expertise
with innovative sound-personalization technology to create an acoustically
superior headphone that can enrich the user’s enjoyment of music.

Keep up with all our latest developments by following us on:

www.theaudiosession.com
www.facebook.com/theaudiosession
https://twitter.com/TheAudioSession
https://instagram.com/theaudiosession/
Any requests or inquiries can be directed to cs@theaudiosession.com

